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About This Game

► ThinkToDie 3 is a simple puzzle game where you have to find a way to die to pass the level. Master different situations,
combine objects, press buttons at the right time and coordinate your actions to successfully jump into the next level. Meanwhile
in many other games your main goal is to survive, in "Think To Die" it`s exactly the other way round. If you love puzzles, classic

and old-fashioned entertaining games, then this might be one you would enjoy a lot.
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► ThinkToDie 3, features over 96 levels, adding new and interesting puzzles, mechanics and a lot of cool features like a level
builder and mini game.

Level Editor:

► Completely new in the series will be the brand new Level-Editor, allowing you to make your own level and play infinite levels
made from other players! Furthermore, the level editor comes with a voting system, allowing you to rate any played user made

level.

What`s new in ThinkToDie 3:

Level Editor

New items and objects, therefore completely new puzzle mechanics and levels

Improved Physics

Art style similar to ThinkToDie 1, going away from ThinkToDie 2

New soundtrack

More languages supported
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Improved performance and updated game engine

And much much more...

Other:

► ThinkToDie 3 will be the last of its series, no more will follow. A demo version of the game is available allowing you to play
the first 15 levels of the game and test the level editor, to make sure everything will run smooth and well on your system.

Control-Keys:

W,A,S,D or arrow keys to move

F10 skips a level

F8 flips camera

"C" changes player

"R" restarts level

"F1"enables/disables performance profiler
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Title: Think To Die 3
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Felip Guimerà
Publisher:
FelGC.GamesDevelopment
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4210U CPU @ 2.7GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: You need an aspect ratio of 16:9, otherwise it will be resized. Testing out the demo first may be a good idea
to make sure everything will run smoothly.

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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think to die 3. think to die 32

Product is only partially converted to 5e. Several items are missing flavor text. Instructions for use, which are often only in the
description and not coded in, are sometimes incomplete.

In short, item is unfinished.. While I love the idea of a second Panzer General this game is a really confusing mix.

THE BAD
While graphics aren't important here, they feature useless "zoom in" where you see cartoonish guns shooting. After seeing it for
a few times it'll get old and annoying. Regretfully scenery almost totally obscures your units, leading to confusion and forgetting
where some of the stuff is. Even worse, the mechanics have nothing to do with ww2: artillery smashes anything that fights in
their range, anti air clears (super expensive) aircraft from the sky if they wonder into range. So the mechanics make you
carefully dance through the order of actions, but there's no fast save and fast load, which you'll need as it'll anger you that your
super expensive unit just got smashed by one of the countless enemy AA guns. After a couple of hours I started thinking if I
should return this for a refund. Maps are too large, there had to be annoying air drops and naval invasions and garbage
mechanics, but overall AI is stupid, has vastly more units than you and it's always a race against time to complete the objectives.
There are some badly designed and utterly boring scenes between missions, but you can skip them.
Controls are terrible. There's no undo. You'll often move a unit somewhere you don't want it. The pinnacle of stupidity was
when my howitzer moved in front of enemy fort because it tried to approach the target to bombard - this game needs a lot of
move or shoot options. Anti tank guns will crawl out of their trench and attack your tanks, even being successful at that. How
low can it go? May I please have more or shoot instead of lame 3D quasi real-time, who care, annoying animations?
AI is ultra-stupid, basically sitting on their place until you approach, then some attacks are triggered. AI has about 3 times as
many troops as you do.
Aircraft usually die in a single charge into enemy airspace.
Aircraft run out of fuel and crash (why would pilots land them on their own)

THE GOOD
There's a lot of customization options, you move your units from mission to mission (just like real PG) and sometimes the
missions look fun. It looks like a lot of gear was modeled.
There's "land to nearest airport" button for aircraft.
I only saw a bug once, where enemy recon vanished but was still occupying a hex.. Feelsbadman;. This is a game by Crankage
Games. Maybe you already know it means stories with tons of dark humor, vulgar comedy, irreverent dialogue and laughter.
Lots and lots of laughter.

This one in particular is the second story narrated by Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥(The Chronicles of Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥being the first
one), and while the story itself has all the main traits we expect, there is no combat in this one, being more of a point & click
adventure. I also liked that there were alternative endings in this one.

So all in all if you like cute adventures and shameless comedy I think you'll enjoy this game.. It's really nice, I love it. If you
keep working on it (like making a save file and all that), this could be much better as well. This game has so much potential!. to
play this game, you need to activate directplay in windows. just lookup youtube videos on how to activate directplay. the videos
i have seen are pretty much straight forward. In windows 10 for directplay, install the june 2010 directx runtimes. you can
download them from the ms download center. as for gameplay, you can play this with all details with a intel hd 4600. In other
words, not much graphical power is needed since it's 1999 game. as for controls, buy a joystick because your going to need your
hands close to the keyboard to run most of the commands and a xb360 gamepad doesn't have enough buttons to cover all of the
commands for the game. BTW, also google the game .pdf manual, you'll need it understand the many commands in the game.
stupid steam didn't include the manual. without the manual, you'll be lost.. Game was dope ! Bought it a few days ago and been
playing a little bit of it everyday. Very addicting and time worthy. Takes a bit to figure the core of the game besides talking to
items. Definitely worth the price.
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Probably the greatest game I've ever played.

122 hours, 4 playthroughs in a row (I've opened all endings), and still WANT MORE!

10\/10.

p.s. I'm looking forward for DLC :). This is one of my "guilty pleasure" games I own, but not one that I'm afraid to admit to. I
played the crap out of the demo on Xbox 360 (came pre-installed) but never bought it for that system. Years later and it's on a
steam summer sale and I say "to hell with it, buy the damn game" and have not regretted it since. I may not get all the clones
back, or all the secret action figures, or play on anything harder than easy mode, but I still love the game. If you are at all a fan
of platform\/exploration games pick it up!. well, so difficuld :). Fantastic game, great addition for any horror fan. The puzzles
can be a bit tricky and the creepiness of the hotel itself as you explore the rooms is outstanding. Don't play it in the dark,
though, might creep yourself out a bit. There's actually a lot more to do in the game than you would expect with a point and
click. Loved every second of Dark Fall. Can't wait to play the next game. Definitely worth a repeat playing.. If there were a
"meh" review this would be the time to use it. Let me break it down:

*Play this game if...*

If you’re looking for fanservice you’ve come to the right place. This game is ripe with anime girls in provocative positions. As
you progress you get to "interact" with your team via minigame, with a reward of an article of clothing removed. The girls never
get completely nude but nothing is left to the imagination believe me. As for main gameplay, it’s a fairly simple game. The later
levels can be a challenge but generally anyone with any strategy game experience should breeze through this one.

*Don’t play this game if...*

If you want an engaging story with vivid characters then definitely steer clear. This game wasn’t designed to… well... be a game.
Its fanservice that you can interact with. The “world” is akin to the Mario World dots and lines over map with no deviation for
exploration. The gameplay is basic, and while I did loose from time to time I would not consider it challenging. For anyone
whose played card games like Magic or Yu-Gi-Oh then the pain of never getting a decent card in your hand might bring about
some flashbacks. Also as many of the other reviews have stated, there is no multiplayer so unless you like playing with
yourself…. Oh sorry… BY yourself, then probably not a game you would enjoy.

*Bottom line…*
I had fun while playing, which is what I want when I play a game, so that’s why it gets the recommend. The cards artwork is
pretty and you can tell the artists generally gave each character their all. The music gets a little repetitive but that’s nothing
sliding some volume controls down and running something in the background won’t fix. I didn’t consider this a complete waste
of time and would like to see something similar again in the future, though with considerably more effort on the part of the
devs. I’m a longtime fan of the Hyperdimension series so that was a huge motivator in my purchasing. This game is for a niche
audience so if you aren’t into anime girls it’s probably not for you.
As a side note, a lot of people are complaining about microtransactions. While the game definitely makes you want to purchase
some strong cards and rub points just to progress faster, it’s absolutely not necessary. Some old-fashioned grinding and you’ll get
there eventually.. Are you looking for a medival game with great design and clever AI? Well then! ...keep looking. Just stop and
turn around. I am serious. I know my "game time" says what? 10min? But its at least 2-3hours.

I just sat there, trying to figure out what the heck I was supposed to do. Such as resources... why arent my people doing what I
tell them to? My people just stand there and does nothing when i tell them to do something.

Its like the developers decided "meh, lets release and hope stupid people buy it so we can break even on this project" becouse
that attitude reflects how the game is.

Save your money, walk away and spend them on something else. Litterly anything else.... This is the 3rd part of the Mysterious
series. Similar to how Atelier Sophie was, it was an entertaining and relaxing experience.
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For the better or the worse, certain mechanics have changed or were added. You can now assign another character to support
characters that you are using in your party. Those supports will be helping the character they are assigned to in battle by using
follow-up skills that are triggered under certain conditions. In this game, leveling your Alchemy doesn't simply let you
synthesize higher item level items. It also gives you more base max effect levels while synthesizing items and lets you transfer
more traits without the need to use specific catalysts that you would need to use otherwise. Other than that, the game is very
similar to the previous games, without Atelier Firis' open world, and also lacks of english voice overs that previous games had.

There was only one thing that bothered me and it was all the animations and follow-up attacks that happens during combat. The
further you get into the game, the more follow-up skills and combination arts you unlock, the longer it takes you to get through
their animations. Beside that, it was an enjoyable experience.. An indie French murder simulator. Well, less of a murder
simulator and more of a murderer simulator as the game begins with you in the dock for a murder you actually definitely
committed.

The aim then is to provide your testimony, by playing out the events of the crime itself, in a way that makes you look innocent.
A clever and unique idea for sure, but the game world is pretty small and a lot of it boils down to waiting for the clock to run
down so you can carry out an action that fits in with the time-scales of the evidence.

There are multiple ways to play the game out but the differences are only of tiny degrees so having run through it once (and
been found guilty because it wasn't at all obvious how to interact with a core character) I could really be arsed doing it again. An
inclination that wasn't helped by the fact it bugged out during my actual first run through and I had to restart it. Which isn't a
massive deal as it doesn't take long but as it's not actually all that fun to play it was much more of an♥♥♥♥♥♥ache than you'd
expect.

So, nice idea not very well executed.
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